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what is HD?
It’s the latest digital video technology that
provides stunning pictures
High definition TV’s offer the potential for gorgeous images, but to take full advantage of these screens you’ll need
a DVD player of equally high performance. The new Discmaster DVD player is unique, because it not only offers
stunning high definition images with life-like colour, it also boasts astonishingly high definition audio quality. Cyrus’
famous sound technology provides a superior audio experience for a captivating DVD performance.
Our systems can be specified to suit your needs. Whether you purchase a Discmaster and a set of our forthcoming
LinkVox wireless speakers for the most compact AV system available, or something more exotic from our wider range
of components to raise the performance to advanced home theatre standards, the new Discmaster will give you double
HD ... high definition images and audio!
The matching AV Master is an optional and equally compact AV amp. Its upgrade options are numerous. However, like
the Discmaster, it can be ordered as a single unit or part of a more advanced 7.1 high-end AV system. The choice is
yours and, because it’s part of the upgradeable Cyrus range of hi-fi components, you can change your mind later should
you wish to expand your AV system in the future.

Discmaster 8.0
This compact, high performance DVD player is all you need
to start a Cyrus HD system. High performance pictures for
the latest flat screen TV’s and high performance audio,
plus the option to upgrade audio further with the addition
of Cyrus’ Qx DAC module.

AV Master 8.0
The matching AV Master offers comprehensive 7.1 surround
sound performance. This flexible processor also incorporates
three channels of power amplification, allowing easy
integration into existing audio systems.

Cyrus Pre vs2, 8 vs2, 6 vs2 amplifiers
Our latest vs2 amplifier technology, which is built into all
of our amplifiers, is the most advanced available. This is only
one of the reasons why our award-winning amplifiers have
been received so enthusiastically by the media. They are
also highly-refined designs that offer amazing performance
and value. Each is upgradeable within the wide range of
components we offer, allowing you to choose a system that
is exactly right for you now, or indeed, in the future as your
desires evolve.

For twenty five years, Cyrus has been at the forefront
of what is possible in home hi-fi systems and our
affordable 6 Series is a terrific place to start your
outstanding audio system. For the second year running,
Cyrus has been awarded the ultimate accolade of overall
‘CD Player of the Year’ by What Hi-Fi? Sound & Vision.
Our latest amplifiers have also received class-leading
praise and so, the combination of a CD 6s and matching
Cyrus 6 vs2 amplifier, offers you outstanding musical
performances in your home.
Inside each modern, compact chassis, lives technology
that is at the leading edge of what is possible in audio
systems today.

DAB 8.0
Bristling with new technology, the new DAB 8.0 is a state-of-the-art digital radio,
featuring a new menu system called Electronic Program Guide (EPG), allowing
you to view live listings of future radio programs and record them while you’re out
and about. An SD card slot gives you the ability to add more memory for longer
recording times. You can then listen to them later, even whilst on the move, if your
‘portable’ has an SD
card option. Many
other features,
including pause and
rewind, combine with
outstanding

A major benefit of any Cyrus investment is its longevity and upgradeability.
Our components are designed, manufactured and supported in the UK. We can
service components we sold twenty five years ago and regard our ability to maintain
our products as a commitment to customer satisfaction. Lots of customers expand
smaller systems purchased many years ago, possibly handing a cherished system to
a younger generation or, for instance, investing in a new DVD player to expand an
existing hi-fi system into a modern AV surround sound home cinema system.

Discmaster 8.0

Cyrus 6 vs2

»

»

DVD player with high definition, up-scaling video and
upgradeable audio DAC’s

Integrated amplifier with latest vs2 preamp

AV Master 8.0

Cyrus 8 vs2

»

»

7.1 channel surround sound amp with wide system flexibility

As Cyrus 6 plus higher power
What Hi-Fi? Best Stereo Amplifier £750 – £1,250

CD6s

Pre vs2

»

»

Upgradeable CD player
What Hi-Fi? CD Player of the Year 2006-7

Latest Cyrus vs2 pre-amp platform to partner any Cyrus
power amp

CD 8x

6 Power

»

»

Upgradeable CD player with high-performance dual mono
DAC’s. What Hi-Fi? Best CD Player £1,000 – £1,500

Stereo power amplifier

CD XT

8 Power

»

»

Upgradeable CD transport based on CD 8x

Upgradeable stereo/mono power amp

DAC X

X Power

»

»

Multi-function DAC with state-of-the-art dual mono DAC’s,
six digital inputs, upgradeable to DAC XP

As 8 Power plus higher power

DAC XP

Mono X

»

»

As DAC X plus fully balanced dual mono preamplifier

Advanced zero feedback mono power amp providing
1,500W dynamic power

DAB 8.0

PSX R

»

»

DAB/FM radio tuner. EPG, pause and rewind facility.
SD card option

Highly regulated intelligent cascade power supply

QX DAC

Unique Cyrus die-cast chassis

»

»

»

Plug-in stereo DAC for Discmaster with upsampling
to 192khz

Non magnetic, monolithic die-cast magnesium alloy casting.
Hand finished in Quartz Silver or Brushed Black

The PSX-R will upgrade the musical ability of our components. It achieves this by providing super smooth, filtered and regulated mains power to the sensitive audio circuitry

